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Martin, vocals, guitar; Grenadier, bass; 16-piece orchestra CARA 003 (CD, available

as download, LP). 2022. Pedro Guedes, Rebecca Martin, prods.; Mário Barreiros,

eng.
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Rebecca Martin is a singer/songwriter with a small but devoted following. A"er

Midnight is a unique project for her, a collaboration with a well-established

orchestra from Portugal. Martin’s husband, bassist Larry Grenadier, is a featured

soloist.

Martin is a rarity among jazz singers: a true composer. But her songs are

performed infrequently by others, perhaps because they are so specific to her.

They are real-time dispatches from the front lines of life in the 21st century. They

document the circumstances of her soul. They deal with common subjects like

love, with uncommon insights into love’s ongoing paradoxes (“In the Nick of

Time”). O`en she writes about the fragile dynamics of the creative process itself

(“Don’t Mean a Thing at All,” “All Day Long She Wrote”). Her language never

concedes the obvious.

The orchestra is a continuous source of beauty on this album. It surrounds Martin

with an envelope of complementary impressionism. Its lush textures and rich

colors deepen the rapt atmosphere that is Martin’s natural habitat.

Martin’s vocal instrument is very fine, but sometimes what a singer can do with

her voice is less important than who she is. Martin sings from the heart with plain-

spoken humanity. When she takes on well-worn standards like “Willow Weep for

Me,” she gives witness, without self-pity, to heartbreak. “Lush Life” is perfect for

her. It is a song as stream of consciousness. Martin thinks it aloud, like a diary

entry.

If there is a reservation about this lovely record, it is the mix. There seems to be a

recent fashion for placing singers deep within ensembles. Martin’s gi`s as a

communicator would be more edectively presented in a mix that provided greater

discrimination between her voice and the band. ■
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